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MAKCi AWARD WORKSHOP 
The MAKCi Workshop will aim to highlight the relevance of knowledge-based  development metrics and those of 
Knowledge-Cities in particular through the presentation and building of one of the critical tools of the MAKCi 
exercise: the MAKCi Nomination Form. Therefore, the aim of the MAKCi Workshop is to provide participants with 
a clear understanding of the MAKCi Framework and how it is used to generate a MAKCi Nomination of any city 
with relevant knowledge-based initiatives. 
Facilitator: Blanca Garcia - Northern Borderlands Research College, MEX 
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Balancing Knowledge Exploration and Knowledge Exploitation  
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In search for problems worth solving - exploring the management of external knowledge to build innovation 
capabilities in a medical device company 
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CONNECTING AND LEVERAGING: THE GLOBAL KBD COMMUNITY WORKSHOP 
This is an Open Space session, where those showing up will jointly determine the issues and ways of tackling 
them, in response to an initial question: What is the current state a future perspectives of the International 
Community of Research and Practice in Knowledge Based Development? 
Facilitators:  Javier Francisco Carrillo - Tec de Monterrey, MEX 
                    Giovanni Schiuma –University of Basilicata, ITA 
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